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UNIT 5
Mind and Body



Collocation Practice



NOTE
TAKE !

observe correct SUBJECT-
VERB agreement &

verb tenses parallelism when
writing sentences.





a good knowledge
on COLLOCATION

will help you in
forming

comprehensible
sestences



TASK
COLLOCATION



I _____ a bad argument with my parents last night.
Alvin always finishes his work late and _____ an excuse.
If you want to make good sushi, you have to _____ your time.
Don't _____ any mistakes or you'll have to start over.
To relax, she _____ Pilates every day after work.
We _____ a great time when we went to California.
Lisa _____ her best, but she failed the exam.
I don't have a reservation, but I'm going to _____ a chance
and go.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the
verbs do, make, have, or take. 



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





Vocabulary Practice



EMOTIONS &
FEELINGS

VOCABULARY



1. I studied really hard for this exam. I'm proud / confident / delighted  
          I will pass. 
2. Claire's really calm / guilty / upset because her boss invited 
         everyone to a party except her. 
3. Patrick borrowed his neighbor's coffeemaker and broke it. He feels 
         really guilty / envious / miserable. 
4. I was cheerful / delighted / confident when I got a pay raise and a 
          promotion at work. 
5. I moved to the city last year. I see lots of people, but I still feel 
          envious / confident / lonely sometimes. 
6. My son won a writing competition. I'm very proud / confident / 
          delighted of him. 

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





Grammar Practice



TWO PARTS:
IF CLAUSE + MAIN CLAUSE 

LOOK FOR THE
FIRST CONDITIONAL SENTENCES



answers.
Write down your



!Remember
IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 

Encircle the if clause.

Box the main clause.





I will put some onion in my socks
and wear them at night 

if I have a temperature or flu.

IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 





If I cut my thumb while chopping
vegetables, I will put a little black
pepper on it to stop the bleeding.

IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 





If I have a regular headache, I will
always have some green apples
nearby to relieve the pain and

anxiety.

IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 





I will call my mom if I feel
stressed out.

IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 





If I have a cough, I will eat some
chocolates.

IF CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE 






